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You’ve got it all wrong. See, I absolutely believe in God. But it isn’t some 

sand-walking prophet skulking in the desert in flip-flops and a robe, a 

schmuck little peacenik who sat under a tree, or the technological 

singularity that, according to Nick Land, would swallow us whole, never to 

be seen again. 

 

What I worship, what I revere, it is the water, the air, the soil, the trees and 

other foliage, the sky. That…that is God. And all I can see around me… 

 

Is the continual slaughter and assault and rape of Her body. 

 

 

Yes, my God (or Goddess, rather, to avoid any sort of association with that 

bastard YHWH, and his impotent, life-denying sons), is being bent over, 

and we’re all…celebrating. Laughing at our spectacular triumph of pure 

deicide and blasphemous violation. Acting as if it were some great 

achievement to proud of, this copious forcing-ourselves-upon-Nature. 

 

I’m sick to fucking death of it. Every day, I must see the sights of it, bare 

witness to the fruits of our labor. But no more. No more… 
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Millions gather inside of soulless places… 
 

Harbingers of death laugh in their faces… 
 

I grimace at the ways of these disgraces… 
 

Unperturbed by the monstrous acts they commit on a regular basis… 
 

Proud, loud, acting as if they’re in the cosmos’ good graces… 
 

Walk among us? Stalk among us; welcome to the age of the dead 
flash walking… 

 
Psychopathic, soulless demons that trample underfoot whole homes 

while talking… 
 

Fangs buried into the ground; I must deafen my ears to the Mother’s 
pained calling… 

 
Like Lucifer in the sky, surrounded by flames, Life itself appears to be 

falling… 
 

Nine circles threaten to swallow us whole… 
 

We’re all guilty; the many breaths we stole… 
 

HOW CAN I KNOW I’M 
FREE, WHEN THEY ROT IN 

CAGES? HOW CAN I 
KNOW I’M ALIVE, WHEN 

THEY’RE CONDEMNED TO 
DIE BEFORE THEY COULD 

BREATHE? 
 

Millions are screaming, waiting for reprieve… 
 

Mothers lose their children, families torn apart, hacked up 
before they can grieve… 

 
The dead flesh walking, I see them every day… 

 
They walk among us, to my dismay… 
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Some say I’m a doomsday preacher boy… 
 

That ain’t even half of it… 
 

All I see around me, I want to destroy… 
 

Fuck, it just makes me so damn sick… 
 

My stomach twists and turns… 
 

I want to see it all fall and burn… 
 

When will I get my wish? 
 

The only compensation I want is your spilled 
blood,  

You wicked son of a bitch… 
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Serial killers learn from 
vivisectionists… 
 
Auschwitz learned from 
slaughterhouses… 
 
Wife beaters practice on dogs 
and cats first… 
 
The slave-owners compared 
their property to the 
creatures they also 
disdained… 
 
And yet you still think their 
subjugation is right, 
justifiable, even…dare I say, 
“good”.  
 
Fuck you. 

And lo, I saw a plethora of mechanical steeds. Belching putrid fumes, roaring 

monstrously down rough, jagged pieces of pavement, cut deep into the Earth, no doubt 

leaving long-lasting scars in Her skin, where Her children are mauled and crushed and 

torn apart every day. Hurtling along, but to where? I cannot say for sure. Perhaps into the 

death throes of infinity itself. Why, why? Again, I have no answer. Many ponder, but the 

reasons are lost. Even to the riders of these menacing beasts. 

 

They come bearing pestilence. Strangling all who take in the toxins coughed out of 

them, choking the very life from them, ripping it out like a primate plucking termites 

from a tree branch. Blocking out the bright blue atmosphere, rendering it a grey, soulless 

color that reminds one of death and misery and hopelessness. A charcoal-colored hand 

wraps its thick, grimy fingers around the throat of the Goddess, squeezing as hard and as 

tight as it can. The iron fist shows no mercy.  

 

Or maybe it is a snake. But not like the snake in the old times, that the tome speaks of 

with all of the venom of a ruthless cobra. Nay, it is like a mamba, coiled tight around the 

world itself, teeth plunging deep into the skin, the poison spreading all over. Right into 

the veins, clouding Her bloodstream.  

 

So goes away the source of light, shrouded in the darkness. Obscured behind veils of 

dust and ash, never to be seen again. And all shall starve, withering away, crumbling into 

nothing but morbid reminders of the disease called “forward”. The obsession it brought, 

the torment it wrought, the trap that, within, all was caught. No nourishment, all is 

denied it.  

 

How could I forget? 

 

War, oh great and terrible war. 

 

Yes, war is waged with the utmost tenacity by the existence and construction of these 

devastating engines of nihilistic fury and terrifying torment. Nature is made an enemy, 

something to be battled and malevolently conquered, stomped and ground down into 

nothing but a pile of forgotten memories contained within the hollow depictions found in 

pictures and works of art. She is demolished and beaten down, vivisected and torn apart, 

and when She tries to resist, She is pushed against even more. For the scum don’t like it 

when She and her children fight back.  

 

No, no they do not… 

 

And…and there they are… 

 

The riders, grim and solemn in appearance. Looking as robotic and machine-like as ever, 

blankly staring ahead, but not anything. Not even their imaginary future. 

 

Aye, I can identify them, surely, as Death. 

 

Death…is all too real. 


